AUDIT SPECIALIST
(METHODOLOGY)

Inflo is a software platform that puts nextgeneration technologies such as AI and machine
learning at accountant’s fingertips. It transforms
the service accountants provide to clients by
performing millions of calculations and analysing
thousands of transactions in seconds. This not
only saves them time, but also improves the
accuracy and quality of their work.
We’re the most advanced software of our kind in
the world, and we can count some of the world’s
biggest accounting firms as our clients.
Emerging technologies like AI, machine learning,
and process automation are transforming our
world and disrupting the accounting sector. We
built Inflo so that forward-thinking accounting
firms can augment their human expertise with this
cutting-edge tech rather than worry about being
replaced by it.
Inflo are seeking an individual with intricate
working knowledge of external audit, the post
holder will work collaboratively with the Inflo team
to support customer firms around the world.
THE JOB WORKING ENVIRONMENT,
OPPORTUNITIES AND REWARDS:
A truly innovative, high tech, advanced SaaS
business.
Incredibly diverse role working with a dynamic
management team, building on the international
growth of the business.

OVERVIEW:
The role will establish a member of the Inflo team
who is seen as an audit specialist – both internally
in Inflo and externally with customer firms. Key
responsibilities might include (very flexible, and
vast scope to build your own role):
• Facilitating workshops with firms to raise
awareness of potential process improvement
and technology opportunities through
technology and behavioural change,
• Providing global guidance and training to
audit users in the form of documents, training
materials, videos and case studies,
• Maintaining and improving mapping
documentation of Inflo against common
methodologies / content as Inflo functionality
increases,
• Responding to technical audit queries from
customer firms or firms raising objections during
initial conversations,
• Running user group sessions to identify product
enhancements,
• Developing management information to support
firm / network level reporting on quality, user
behaviour etc,
• Managing the relationship with regulators such
as the FRC and QAD and professional bodies
such as ICAEW,
• Keynote speaking at international conferences
and events.
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WHAT’S ON OFFER:
As a member of the Inflo family, you will also
enjoy some pretty special benefits, including the
following to name but a few:
• Salary: an attractive package within a rapidly
growing technology company – based on
experience,
• Casual dress code: don’t feel like you need to
dress like someone you’re not when you come
to work.
• Flexible working: you know how you work best.
So work when you want and from where you
want.
• Self-education opportunities: experts are made,
not born. That’s why we block time out in your
calendar for you to spend sharpening your skills
each week.
• An extra half-day’s holiday for every year: we
appreciate loyalty. Enjoy an extra half-day paid
holiday for each year you’ve been with us.
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